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Three models offering unique comfort

The range of Euronda stools, now even more comprehensive thanks to the new Onyx, comprises three models designed to 
meet every possible requirement. Onyx, Coral and CDS301 are perfect for those who spend a long time sitting down thanks 
to a curved anatomical backrest, comfortable seat and sturdy structure. What’s more, they are extremely stylish and come in 
a vast range of colours, so you are simply spoiled for choice.



ONYX



Operator’s stool with an aluminium frame and a five spoke base. A 360 degree 
adjuster lever housed under the seat makes it easy to adapt the height in seconds. 
The seat is round. The anatomical curved backrest can be adjusted in depth and to 
three different positions (right, centre and left). Sky comes in a wide range of 30 
colours, in both the thermoformed and stitched versions.

39x9 cm 50-65 cm 11 kg58 cm



CORAL



Operator’s stools with a recyclable, fireproof, scratchproof and 
impact-proof extruded polyamide frame fitted with five self-locking wheels. The 
seat is made from non-deforming polyurethane that reduces the load on the back 
and hips. Adjustable, rounded anatomical backrest. Wide range of colours for 
thermoformed and stitched versions.

39x9 cm 50-68 cm 13 kg60-46 cm



CDS301



Operator’s stool with a chromium-plated steel frame and five 
self-pirouetting wheels. 360 degree height adjuster mechanism housed under 
the seat can be reached and operated by either hand. The anatomical curved 
backrest can be adjusted in depth and 
to three different positions.
Wide range of colours for all thermoformed and stitched versions.

40x10 cm 51-69 cm 15 kg46 cm
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Heat fused seats

Seamed seats

The colours pictured here are purely representative. 



Euronda spa reserves the right of modifying characteristics and/or details of the products introduced hereunder, without previous notice.  Therefore the products can result lighly modified compared to the picture.
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